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ANALYSIS OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE DIGGING POSITION 

ON THE LOADING OF THE SLEWING PLATFORM BEARING 

IN HYDRAULIC EXCAVATORS 

Vesna Jovanović, Dragoslav Janošević, Jovan Pavlović 

University of Niš, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Serbia 

Abstract. The paper defines the general mathematical model of hydraulic excavators 

for determining the boundary and possible digging resistances and equivalent loads of 

the axial bearing of the slewing platform drive mechanism throughout the excavator’s 

working area. Using a developed mathematical model and program, in the case of a 

100000 kg hydraulic excavator with a shovel manipulator bucket volume of 6,5 m3, a 

detailed analysis was performed to examine the influence of the position and digging 

resistance on the loading of the axial bearing of the excavator slewing platform drive 

mechanism. The results of the performed analysis show that the equivalent loads, 

relevant for the selection of axial bearing of the excavator slewing platform, occur in 

the zone of the working area when the kinematic chain of the excavator has positions in 

which the manipulator mechanisms have coordinated interaction when they can 

overcome the greatest resistance forces in the stable operation of the excavator. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the synthesis of the slewing platform drive mechanism of hydraulic excavators, one 

first chooses the axial bearing, which attaches the slewing platform to the support and 

movement mechanism of the excavator. The choice of this bearing is very complex 

because the excavator performs various functions in its working area with a variety of 

different positions and in very different working conditions. The recent research on the 

slewing platform drive mechanisms of excavators includes: development of general 

mathematical models of excavator [1-4], analysis of loading of large diameter axial 

bearings [5-7], the study of the influence factors on the bearing loads [8-11], the synthesis 

of the slewing platform drive mechanism [12] and the development of hybrid drives of 

the slewing platform drive mechanism which enables the energy recovery that occurs 
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when the platform slews [13-15]. Within the research conducted by Jovanović [12], 

general mathematical models and programs have been developed for determining the 

spectra of equivalent loads of the axial bearing of the slewing platform drive mechanisms 

in the entire working area of hydraulic excavators. By comparing the load spectra with 

the allowed loads, the size of the axial bearing can be reliably chosen. This paper presents 

the research results that show in which working area - i.e. the position of the kinematic 

chain of the excavator, and under which conditions of operation - the resistance of digging, 

the equivalent loads occur in the load bearing spectrum, for the choice of the size of the 

bearing of the slewing platform drive mechanism. During the research, a new method of 

analyzing the loading of the axial bearing of the slewing platform of hydraulic excavators 

was used, using the load spectra determined for the entire working area of the excavator 

according to the boundary forces that can overcome the drive mechanisms of the excavator 

and to the boundary forces that allow the stability of the excavator. 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The research uses the general mathematical model of the excavator developed according 

to the physical model of the excavator with the support and movement mechanism L1 (Fig. 

1a), slewing platform L2 and the manipulator with a boom L3, stick L4 and shovel bucket L5. 

The support and movement mechanism and the slewing platform of the excavator are linked 

with a slewing joint in the form of an axial bearing. The slewing platform drive mechanism 

consists of a hydraulic motor with a planetary gearbox with a gear on the output shaft coupled 

with a toothed axial bearing. The actuators of the drive mechanisms of the excavator 

manipulator are two-way hydraulic cylinders of boom c3, stick c4 and bucket c5. The 

numerical and experimental research [12] of the load of the axial bearing of the slewing 

platform drive mechanism have shown that: a) the greatest axial bearing loads in the 

digging operation of the excavator and b) the dynamic loads of the bearing, caused by the 

moving of the kinematic chain of the excavator in relation to the static loads, are 

relatively small bearing in mind that the digging process takes place slowly. Taking into 

account the results of the previous research on the loading of excavator axial bearing, a 

mathematical model of the excavator was developed with the following assumptions: 1) 

the support surface and the members of the kinematic chain of the excavator are modeled 

as rigid bodies; 2) during the manipulative task the excavator is subjected to external 

(technological) forces - digging resistance W and the gravitational force (weight) of: the 

members of the kinematic chain, the members of the drive system and the land grabbed 

by the bucket of the excavator; 3) during the digging operation, the kinematic chain of the 

excavator with a planar configuration is viewed as an open configuration chain whose 

last member – the bucket, is subjected to the possible digging resistance at the cutting 

edge of the bucket [16]. In analyzing the loading of the axial bearing of the slewing 

platform drive mechanism, the parameters of the kinematic chain members and the 

parameters of the drive mechanisms of the excavator are known. 

2.1. The space of the excavator model 

The space of the excavator model is determined by absolute coordinate system OXYZ 

with unit vectors k,j,i


  along coordinate axes OX, OY and OZ. The excavator support 
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surface lies in the horizontal axis of the OXZ absolute coordinate system, while vertical 

axis OY of the same system falls on the axis of the support and movement member-slewing 

member kinematic pair when the excavator is positioned on the horizontal surface. The 

internal (generalized) coordinates of the mathematical model of the kinematic chain of the 

excavator are angles θi (Fig. 1a) of the relative position of member Li in relation to previous 

member Li-1 at rotation around the axis of joint Oi. 

 
Fig. 1 Axial bearing load: a) mathematical model of excavator with a loading manipulator, 

b) load of slewing platform drive mechanism 

By changing length ci of the hydraulic cylinders of the drive mechanisms in the 

interval of limit values ci = [cip, cck], generalized coordinates θi are changed in interval θi 

= [θip, θik], where θip is the initial and θik is the final angle of the relative position of 

member Li to previous member Li-1. The relative angle of movement θio of member Li in 

relation to previous member Li-1 is expressed by the difference: 

a) 

b) 
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 ipikio  −=            (1)

The position of member Li in relation to the horizontal OXZ plane of the absolute 

coordinate system is determined by the angle: 

 5,4,3i
i

3i
ii ==
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         (2) 

Vectors: ir


 - the center of joint Oi, tir


 - the center of masses of the kinematic chain 

members and  wr


  - the center of the cutting edge of the bucket, are defined, in the absolute 

coordinate system, by the equations: 
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where: Aio – the transfer matrix used to transfer the vector quantities from local coordinate 

system Oi xi yi zi  of member Li to absolute coordinate system OXYZ 

2.2. Axial bearing load 

According to the defined mathematical model, force F2 and moment M2 of the load of 

the axial bearing of the excavator slewing platform drive mechanism are determined by 

the equations [12, 16]: 
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where: mi - member mass, mci - mass of the actuators of the manipulator drive 

mechanisms, Fc2 - reaction force of the slewing platform, and Wm - possible force of 

digging resistance. 

The reaction force of the slewing platform drive mechanism with one slewing drive is 

determined by the equation (Fig. 1b): 

 ( ) ( ) kiFc2 2222

2425

y2
cossin

dD

M2
 +−+

−
=  (6) 

where: M2y - moment of the slewing platform drive, α2 - position angle of the platform 

drive, ϴ2 - platform slewing angle, D25 - diameter of the toothed ring of the axial bearing 

of the platform, d24  -  gear diameter on the drive output shaft. 

The resulting force of possible digging resistance Wm (Fig. 1a) acts on the cutting 

edge of the bucket and comprises component Wxym normal to the cutting edge and lateral 

component Wzm collinear with the cutting edge of the bucket: 

 

2
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2
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(7) 

whose direction is determined by the unit vector: 
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where: φwm  - angle between the direction of the action of the possible force of digging 

resistance Wm and the force of the digging resistance normal to the cutting edge of  bucket 

Wxym, determined by the equation: 
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The intensity of the possible force of the digging resistance applied to the cutting edge 

of the bucket is

 

    m5m4m3pmsmxym ,W,W,W,WWminW =   (10)

 
where: Wsm, Wsm - boundary forces of the digging resistance that limit the stability of the 

excavator, W3m, W4m, W5m - boundary forces of the digging resistance that can be overcome by 

the drive mechanisms of the manipulator boom, stick, and bucket. 

The direction of the normal component of the possible force of the digging resistance 

Wxym in relation to the horizontal OXZ plane of the absolute coordinate system is defined 

by the angle: 

 w5w  +=  (11) 

where: θw - angle of the digging resistance in relation to the positive O5x5 axis of the local 

coordinate system of bucket L5. 

The direction of the normal component of digging resistance Wxym in the absolute 

coordinate system is determined by the unit vector: 

 kjiW 2wwxym sinsincosort         cos   2 ++=  (12) 

The boundary force of digging resistance Wsm that is limited by the static stability of 

the excavator is determined, depending on the position of the kinematic chain of the 

excavator and оrtWxym, from the equilibrium conditions for one of the possible rotary 

joints О11, О12 between the support and movement member and the support surface, 

whose axes represent the potential excavator rollover lines (Fig. 1a) [17]: 
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where: Msm11, Msm12 - gravitational moments for longitudinal x-x or transverse z-z 

excavator rollover line of the excavator, r11,r12 - vectors of the position of the center of 

the appropriate first rotary joint О11,О12, e1 - unit vector of the first rotary joint О11,О12, 

φ11, φ12 - angles of the position center of the cutting edge of the bucket in relation to the 

corresponding rotary joints defined by the equations: 
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The gravity moments of the kinematic chain of the excavator for calculating possible 

longitudinal x-x or transverse z-z excavator rollover line are: 

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
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where: rctk -  vector of the position of the center mass of the hydraulic cylinder, mz - mass 

of the material scooped with the bucket.  

Depending on the bucket position, the weight of material is: 
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where: ρz - density of the material, V - volume of the bucket. 

From the non-sliding conditions of the excavator, i.e. the support and movement 

mechanism, in relation to the support surface during the digging operation and due to the 

action of the digging resistance force, the boundary of the digging resistance force Wpm 

was determined according to the size of the adhesion force occurring between the support 

and movement mechanism and the support surface: 

    
cos

μmg
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=  (17) 

where: m - mass of the excavator, μp - coefficient of adherence of the excavator movement 

mechanism to the support surface. 

The boundary forces of digging resistance Wim that can be overcome by the drive 

mechanisms of manipulator boom (i=3) and bucket (i=5), for the known оrtWm and the 

position of the kinematic chain of the excavator, during the operation of the maximum 

torques of mechanism Мpimax, are determined from the equilibrium conditions for axial 

joints Оi (i=3,5) of the manipulator: 
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where: Moi - total moment of the gravitational forces of the kinematic chain members and 

the drive mechanisms of the excavator and the weight of the material scooped with the 

bucket for the individual axes of joints Оi. 

The total moment of the excavator gravitational forces is determined by a set of moments:  

 5,4,3 i          MMMM oizoicoigoi =++=   (19) 

where: Moig - moment of the gravitational forces of the members of the excavator 

kinematic chain for the individual axes of the joints Oi, Moic - moment of the gravitational 

forces of the members of the excavator drive mechanisms, Moiz -  moment of the weight 

of the material for the individual axes of joints Oi . The moment of the gravitational 
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forces of the members of the excavator kinematic chain for individual axes of joints Oi, is 

determined by the equation: 

 ,54,3 i          ))((mgM i
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ejrr  (20) 

where: ei - unit vector of joint axis Oi. 

The moments of the gravitational forces of the members of the excavator drive 

mechanisms for individual axes of joints Oi  are determined by the following equations 

[18, 19]: 
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where: rA3, rA4, rA5 - coordinates of the joints in which the hydraulic cylinders are linked to 

the members of the kinematic chain (Fig. 2). 

The moment of the material weight for the individual axes of joints Oi is determined 

by the equation: 

 ( )( ) 5,4,3  i    gmM ir5tzoiz =−−= ejrr  (22) 

where: mz - mass of the material scooped with the bucket, assuming that the center of 

mass coincides with the bucket mass center. 

The maximum drive moments of manipulator mechanisms for both directions in 

operation (upon piston pushing and piston pulling in the hydraulic cylinder): 

 

 

Fig. 2 Models of drive mechanisms of the excavator with a loading manipulator 
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where: rci - transmission function of the drive mechanism of member Li, i
 - angular 

velocity of the active member of the kinematic pair mechanism around the axis of joint 

Оi, pmаx - maximum pressure of the hydrostatic excavator system. 

The transmission function of the drive moment of the boom, stick and bucket 

mechanisms for the axis of joint О3 , О4 , О5 (Fig. 2): 
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−−+=   ai,bi,ci (i=3,4,5) - intensity of the 

position vector joints in which the hydraulic cylinder mechanisms are linked to the kinematic 

chain members and the length of the hydraulic cylinders, s4 - kinematic length of the stick. 

The boundary force of digging resistance W4m that can be overcome by the drive 

mechanism of the manipulator stick, for the known оrtWxym  and the position of the excavator 

kinematic chain, during the operation of maximum drive moment Мp4max, is determined from 

the condition of equilibrium for the axis of joints О4 and О5 of the manipulator because the 

stick and bucket mechanisms are dependent mechanisms (Fig. 2): 

 ( )( )  04 =+++− max4p4o54c54cxym4wm4 MMrFortW eWrr  (27) 

where: rc54 -  transmission function of the drive moment of the bucket mechanism for the 

axis of joint  О4, Fc54 - force in the hydraulic cylinder of the bucket subjected to  

boundary resistance W4m. 

The transmission function of the drive moment of the bucket mechanism for the axis 

of joint  О4 is determined by equation [20]: 
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From the condition of equilibrium for joint О5 when the boundary force of digging 

resistance W4m acts: 

 ( )( )  05 =++− 5o5c54cxym5wm4 MrFortW eWrr  (30) 
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the force in the bucket hydraulic cylinder is determined: 
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By substituting force Fc54 in Eq. (30), boundary digging resistance W4m was obtained: 
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Depending on the moment of rotation of the tracked support and movement 

mechanism in relation to the surface and the operation of the horizontal component of the 

normal force of the possible digging resistance, the component of the possible force of 

the digging resistance, collinear with the cutting edge of the bucket, is determined by the 

following equation: 
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where: μo - coefficient of the turning resistance of the tracks against the excavator support 

surface, L - length of the continuous tracks footprint, Wxm - component of the possible 

digging resistance, xw, zw - coordinates of the action of the possible digging resistance on 

the cutting edge of the bucket.  

The size of axial bearings of the excavator slewing platform is determined on the basis of 

the equivalent loads defined by the bearing manufacturers in the form (Fig. 1b) [21]: 

▪ for equivalent force: 
sr2a2es f)FbFa(F +=  (34) 

▪ for equivalent moment: 
sr2es fMcM =  (35) 

where: F2a, F2r - axial and radial force of the axial bearing loading, M2r - moment of the 

axial bearing loading, a, b, c - coefficients depending on the type of bearing, the type and 

size of the machine and its working conditions, fs - factor of static safety. 

3. ANALYSIS 

The analysis of the influence of the position and digging resistance in the entire working 

area on the change in the  equivalent load of the axial bearing of the excavator slewing 

platform was carried out on an excavator of the weight of m =100000 kg and with the loading 

manipulator bucket of V = 6,5m3 in volume. The analysis used the hodographs of boundary 

and possible digging forces and the spectra of axial bearing loads of the slewing platform 

drive mechanism defined for certain segments of the entire working area of the excavator. 

3.1. Analysis of the impact of possible forces of digging resistance 

Using the developed program based on the defined mathematical model of the excavator, 

the HWi (Fig.3) and possible (HWm) resistance forces for two different positions of the 

excavator kinematic chain are defined: φ3=21,51°, φ4=-99,74°, φ5=-91,83° (Fig. 3a), 

φ3=9,58°, φ4=-54,52°, φ5=-61,83° (Fig. 3b). 
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For a specified position of the kinematic chain, the hodograph of the boundary resistance 

(HWim) presents, in relation to the center of the cutting edge of bucket Ow, a line perpendicular 

to the vector of the boundary resistance (Wim min), of minimal value determined from the 

operation of the driving mechanism in both directions [22]. The hodograph of the potential 

digging resistance, in relation to the center of the cutting edge of bucket Ow, is a polygon 

bounded by the hodographs of the boundary digging resistances (forces) limited by the 

excavator stability and the hodographs of the boundary digging resistances (forces) limited by 

the manipulator drive mechanisms. Normal n-n drawn on the current speed of digging v, 

divides the hodograph of the possible digging resistance (force) into: a) the zone with a 

possible natural direction of action corresponding to the digging technology, and b) the zone 

with a direction of action inappropriate to the digging technology. 

For the two different positions of the excavator kinematic chain, the comparative 

analysis shows (Fig. 3a, b and Table 1) that the hodographs of the digging resistance 

forces vary considerably.  

For different boom and stick positions, the same bucket position (φ5 =-61.83°) and the 

same direction of the digging resistance force (φw =238.17°), which corresponds to the 

excavator digging technology with the shovel bucket, the intensity of the possible digging 

resistance in the first position is equal to the boundary force of the digging resistance that 

can be overcome by the bucket mechanism (Wm = W5m). In the second position, the 

possible digging resistance is considerably lower in relation to the first position and is 

limited by the stability of the excavator (Wm = Wsm). 

 

Fig. 3 Hodographs of possible digging forces (resistances) for two different positions of 

the excavator kinematic chain 

There is also a difference in the size of the equivalent loads (Fes, Mes) of the axial 

bearing due to the difference in the position of the excavator kinematic chain and the 

difference in the possible forces of digging resistance. 

The obtained results point to a complex problem of determining the load of the axial 

bearing of the slewing platform drive mechanism since it has many different positions of 

the kinematic chain during operation throughout the entire working area; moreover, there 

are many different possible forces of digging resistance in every position. 
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Table 1 The position and load parameters of the excavator valid for the choice of axial 

bearing 

Name and symbol of quantities Dimension 
Value 

position I position II 

Horizontal reach, xw m 5,30 8,09 
Vertical reach, yw m -0,64 -0,99 
Position angle of boom, φ3 º 21,51 9,58 
Position angle of stick, φ4 º -99,74 -54,52 
Position angle of bucket, φ5 º -61,83 -61,83 
Angle of action force of digging resistance, φw º 238,17 238,17 

Possible force of digging resistance, Wm kN 823,24 326.889 
Boundary digging resistance force allowed by stability, Wsm kN 841,22 326.889 
Boundary digging resistance force of boom mechanism, W3m kN 835,99 497,46 
Boundary digging resistance force of stick mechanism, W4m kN 928,42 538,30 
Boundary digging resistance force of bucket mechanism, W5m kN 823,24 641,32 

Equivalent force, Fes kN 3325,76 1934,83 
Equivalent moment, M es kNm 6815,27 3916,97 

3.2. Analysis of the impact of the digging position 

In order to analyze the influence of the change in the position of the kinematic chain 
of the excavator, i.e. the change in the digging position throughout the entire working 
area, on the change in the equivalent loads of the slewing platform axial bearing, the axial 
bearing spectrum load was used. The spectrum of the axial bearing equivalent loads was 
determined using the developed program by spatial simulation - by changing the position 
of each member of the manipulator kinematic chain, in its range of movement for 60000 
different positions of the manipulator kinematic chain, i.e. possible digging positions in 
the entire working area of the excavator of the weight of 100000 kg and a loading 
manipulator with the bucket of 6,5m3 in volume.  

The obtained spectrum of axial bearing loads is shown in the diagram (Fig. 4a) 
(AL3,…,AL6), which presents the dependence of the allowed values of equivalent moments of 
Mes and equivalent forces Fes of axial bearing loads. In order to find the position of the 
kinematic chain in which the equivalent loads arise for the choice of the axial bearing size, the 
entire working area of the excavator is divided into four segment fields (Fig.4b) and the 
equivalent loads of the axial bearing of the slewing platform mechanism are determined for 
each segment field. 

The spectra of the equivalent load of axial bearings for each segment field of operation are 
shown, in appropriate colors, in the bearing diagrams of the available axial bearings. A 
comparison of the spectra shows that the bearing loads are very different in segment fields. 
According to the equivalent loads in the segment fields, the slewing platform mechanism 
corresponds to the different sizes of the available axial bearings. The position of the kinematic 
chain of the excavator in which the corresponding equivalent loads for the choice of the axial 
bearing size are found, is determined using the developed program, on the condition that the 
point, from the constellation of the spectra of the equivalent bearing load, is the least removed 
from the allowed load bearing capacity of selected bearing size AL6. In the isolated position of 
the excavator kinematic chain, when the corresponding bearing loads are applied, according to 
the hodograph of the possible forces of digging resistance (Fig. 3), the boundary forces of 
digging resistance have approximately the same values (Table 1), and the force of the possible 
digging resistance has the direction which belongs to the zone with the possible natural action 
directions that correspond to the digging technology. 
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The analysis shows that the set of equivalent loads, which are close to the equivalent 

bearing loads, corresponds to the positions (Fig. 4c) of the excavator kinematic chain in 

the zone of the working area when the manipulator drive mechanisms have such positions 

and coordinated interaction that they can overcome the largest digging resistance forces 

allowed by the excavator stability. 

 

Fig. 4 Analysis of axial bearing load of slewing platform drive depending on the position 

of the loading manipulator of excavator: a) equivalent loads in the entire working area, 

b) segmental fields of the working area of the excavator, and c) area of relevant loads 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The choice of the axial bearing size in the slewing platform drive mechanism in 

hydraulic excavators is very complex due to a large number of different impacts on the 

bearing load. One of the more important impacts is the digging position in the excavator’s 

working area. Hydraulic excavators are distinguished by the ability to perform various 

functions with various tools (bucket, grapple, hook, grabber). It is characteristic that in 

carrying out any possible functions in their working area, hydraulic excavators have many 

different positions and working conditions. Using the developed mathematical model and 

program, the paper analyzes the effects of the digging position on the load of the axial bearing 

of the slewing platform drive mechanism in an excavator equipped with a shovel bucket. 

The analysis uses the hodographs of the boundary forces of digging resistance and the 

axial bearing load spectra. The hodographs of the digging resistance forces show that the 

possible forces of digging resistance, as a primary load of the axial bearing, are very 

variable and depend on the digging position or the position of the excavator kinematic 

chain. Using the axial bearing load spectrum, the working area fields are determined – i.e. 

the position of the excavator kinematic chain, and the vectors and the hodographs of the 

digging resistance forces, as well as the possible digging resistance vectors, which yield 

the equivalent loads relevant to the choice of the axial bearing of the slewing platform 

drive mechanism in hydraulic excavators. 
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